Monitoring miRNA-mediated silencing in Drosophila melanogaster S2-cells.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small cellular RNAs that participate in post-transcriptional gene regulation. Even though they were only recently discovered, research on the biogenesis, mechanism of repression and biological significance of miRNAs has already received much attention. In this study, we have compared expression strategies for miRNA-activity reporter constructs and have examined the dependence of silencing by a particular Drosophila miRNA, bantam, on specific argonaute proteins. Consistent with previous biochemical experiments, we found that bantam silencing is strongly dependent on Ago1, but in addition we could detect the activity of Ago2-loaded bantam. Our experiments suggest that a perfectly complementary design and a transient expression strategy for reporter constructs may--in the case of catalytically active Ago-proteins--lead to a disproportionately strong response mediated by a minor fraction of silencing complexes. We present evidence that Drosophila S2-cells of independent sources differ in their RNAi efficiency in response to dsRNA added to the growth medium, and that the selection antibiotic G418 acts as an inhibitor of RNAi induced by soaking.